
MT90 Orca 
Android Mobile Computer

Reasons to buy: 

✴ A state of the art touch screen terminal packed with 
features to be able to tackle all todays workplace 
tasks.

✴ Elegant but rugged with a small and lightweight 
design.

✴ 5 inch full colour screen, easy to view.

✴ Excellent connectivity options to work at speed with 
confidence.

✴ High speed mega pixel scan engine for precise 
reading reliability.

✴ Capable of withstanding 1.5m drops and sealed to 
IP65 standard.

✴ Supplied with free 'Buckets' MDM software to allow 
remote control of units in the field.

The MT90 Orca is a state of the art touch screen terminal 
that's packed with features. Small and lightweight, it's 
incredibly comfortable to use and its rugged exterior can 
withstand accidental drops of up to 1.5 meters. A high 
speed megapixel camera makes reading codes fast and 
precise, and connectivity options including Wi-Fi, 4G and 
Bluetooth make data transfer seamless.

The MT90 comes complete with 'Buckets' MDM software, 
allowing remote control of the unit when it's out in the 
field. Factor in the 5" full colour screen, and the Orca is 
one of the best Android mobile computers on the market 
today.

Product Overview: 
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MT90 Orca 
Android Mobile Computer

Android 7.0 Nougat
The Orca has almost endless application 
possibilities thanks to its Android 7.0 Nougat 
operating system. Security comes as standard, 
along with all the admin tools users might need for 
ultimate control and peace of mind.

Buckets of potential
All Orca models come equipped with ‘Buckets’ - 
Newland’s mobile management software. Buckets 
allows one administrator to control all devices in 
the field, so pushing updates and making changes 
in real-time is child’s play.

Durable and rugged
The MT90 Orca can take a hit, with IP65 standard 
sealing offering protection from dust, dirt and 
water. Thanks to its rugged housing, the Beluga 
has been tested with a drop resistance of up to 
1.5m without damage.

2D mega pixel scan engine
The Orca comes armed with Newland’s fifth 
generation imaging technology 2D megapixel 
barcode reader, providing flawless performance 
day after day. Offering high resolution that means 
even small or slightly damaged barcodes can be 
read from a distance, making scanning more 
efficient while reducing downtime.

Key Features:

Ideal for…
Tracking location and details of maintenance work - Direct delivery - Ticket redemption - Mobile sales - 

Retail applications - Logistics - Transport - Manufacturing - Healthcare
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